DRONE RECORDS NEWSFLASH

SEPTEMBER 2011

Dear Droners & Lovers of thee UN-DREAMED-OF music!
Here are our mailorder-entries & release-news for SEPTEMBER 2011, the 6th "Newsflash"-update this year!
In this months update, you find: Lots of really interesting releases on ATTENUATION CIRCUIT, a new true D.I.Y. underground label from Augsburg, Germany; a big amount of new releases with various forms of
"experimental ambience" from SILENTES, now the main anchor for the unique tradition of Italian ambient music (especially recommended: OPIUM/SOSTRAH TINNITUS CD, Y. FRANCK / K11-RIPARBELLI CD, UNDER
THE SNOW CD); lots of great new releases from one of the best new Russian labels for esoteric/shamanic drone-ambience, VETVEI; special prices on many SMALL VOICES / A SILENT PLACE releases (this fine Italian
label just stopped all actitivies); great new releases from CYCLIC LAW, PAN RECORDS, VINYL ON DEMAND (LAIBACH & TAZARTES boxes!), SUB ROSA, MONOCHROME VISION, SOMNIMAGE; three stunning new
works from FRANCISCO LOPEZ (on Cd, vinyl and USB-STICK!!), lots of trancy electronic industrial rhythms from ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO (most of their back-catalogue now in stock), many re-issued works from the
Italian contemplation ambient master OÖPHOI, and and and...
plus: we have a PRIVATE list of about 50 rare 2nd hand tapes for sale (selling them for a friend who moved to China) - all in great condition! This contains original MCs from the 80's and 90's by AIN SOPH, NOISEMAKER'S FIFES, HYBRYDS, MOHR, AUBE, MAEROR TRI, BRUME, MLEHST, TOY BIZARRE, HITHLAHABUTH, LA NOMENKLATUR, KLANGKRIEG, FRANCISCO LOPEZ, etc etc.. please get in touch if you're
interested and we mail it you directly. Please note that these titles are NOT listed in the database and this sale is NOT part of the Drone Records mailorder!
As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum order is 25 Euro. The FULL
mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening
to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.

Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de
PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays,
thanks a lot ! WE ARE ALL DRONES ! BaraKa[H]
NR. - TITLE - FORMAT - LABEL & CAT-NR - REL.-YEAR? - EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS - PRICE - MORE INFO WWW
1 (AD)VANCE(D) - 24 10" Substantia Innominata SUB-15 2011 the Dutch master of loopy trance-inducing collages (ex VANCE ORCHESTRA) has collected field recordings from a full day of his existence and processed
them to form an atmospheric travelogue. The aural world seen from a subsconscious perspective. Great cover-collage by ROBERT SCHALINSKI (COLUMN ONE); 500 copies pressed in flamed solid white & black vinyl !
€ 12,00 www.substantia-innominata.de
2 1000SCHOEN - Yoshiwara do-CD Nitkie label patch seven 2011 re-issue of limited CD-R from 2006 (Kafue Systeme), plus one bonus CD with new material (two long tracks) recorded 2011; edition of 500 copies 15,50
3 ANTIKATHECON - Privilegium Martyrii CD Silentes Minimal Editions sme 1038 2011 dark electronic ambience from Italy, spheric and harmonic, debut-album, to discover! 12,00 www.silentes.net
4 ARTIFICIAL MEMORY TRACE - Ama_Zone 1: Black Waters CD Monochrome Vision mv37 2011 new recordings by this composer from former Czechoslovakia (now living in Ireland) who developed a unique style
"sound paintings" through the years; "Ama_Zone" contains, different from his usual working method, almost solely unprocessed field recordings from a trip to Brazil - and presents the ever impressing sound ecology of the
rainforest with lots of strange sounding animals during different daytimes (for example bats recordings with ultrasonic microphone, birds, giant wasps, otters, tree frogs)... 12,00 www.monochromevision.ru
5 BARDOSENETICCUBE & VRESNIT & KSHATRIY - Creation CD Vetvei V20 2011 three way split CD presenting 2 long beautiful tracks from BARDOSENETICCUBE (feat. female Russian singing by ANNA
RYZHENKOVA), 3 tracks from VRESNIT and 2 from KSHATRIY, all based around the theme "Creation" as a realization of Nature and Being... this is high-class mega-organic drone-ambient with the special "Russian
touch"; numbered ed. of 580 copies in 6-panel full-colour cardboard cover 13,00 www.vetvei.ohms.ru
6 BERTHLING, ANDREAS - InvalidObject Series (with) mCD Fällt F.0014.0024 2000 lim. 250 / 15 one-minute tracks / last part in the "InvalidObject" series which set standards for the glitch & microsound scene !! last
copies, special priced !! 7,00
7 BIANCHI, MAURIZIO / JAN-M. IVERSEN - Rekviem MB-JMI CD Silentes Minimal Editions sme 1144 2011 one long one-tracker with minimal drone & mysterious ambience movements, always developing...
collaboration of M.B. with JAN-M. IVERSEN known as part of the BJERGA-IVERSEN impro-duo; one the last recordings of M.B., as he has announced his departure from music !! 12,00 www.silentes.net
8 BJÖRGÄ, PETER - A Wave of Bitterness CD Kalinkaland Records KAL36 2009 first full-length solo-album by the ARCANA-mastermind! 13,50 www.kalinkaland.de
9 BOHMAN, ADAM & IF, BWANA - Brombron 18: Adhesives and Grout CD Korm Plastics KP 3041 2011 weird & dadaistic sound-experiments, every-day fluxus noises & concrete object-madness, sound poetry & antimuzak, but also very musical, minimal conjunctions: everything freaked out can happen during these improvisations for the Brombron-series through this unusual collaboration by AL MARGOLIS and ADAM BOHMAN (ex
MORPHOGENESIS); special packaging, special low priced ! Edition of only 250 copies! 10,00 www.kormplastics.nl
10 BRIGHTER DEATH NOW - Very little Fun 3 x CD-BOX Cold Meat Industry CMI209 2011 collection of unpublished material from 1998-2005 by the Swedish Death Industrial cult-project by ROGER KARMANIK, the man
behind COLD MEAT INDUSTRY; comes in silver embossed cardboard-box 28,50 www.coldmeat.se
11 B°TONG - Ov ELF and HAARP CD-R Attenuation Circuit AC 1003 2011 most abstract drone-morphologism, fields of concrete otherworldy sounds... excellent album by the Swiss project again, soon also on the very
first LP on Drone Records !! standard jewel-case edition 6,50 www.wix.com/attenuationcircuit/attenuation-circuit
12 B°TONG - Ov ELF and HAARP CD-R & object Attenuation Circuit / Limited Edition Series ACL 1003 2011 most abstract drone-morphologism, fields of concrete otherworldy sounds... excellent album by the Swiss
project again, soon also on the very first LP on Drone Records !! lim. / numb. 50 copies coming in handpainted CD/cloth-case with diverse inlays, and sticker, on a new label from Augsburg, Germany, run by EMERGE
and GERALD FIEBIG 11,00 www.wix.com/attenuationcircuit/attenuation-circuit
13 CINDYTALK - Hold Everything Dear do-LP Editions Mego 122V 2011 last part of the ambient trilogy that started with "The Crackle of my Soul", highly abstract digi-drone ambience with use of field recordings, inspired
by JOHN BERGER's book "Hold Everything Dear"; lim. ed. gatefold-cover 19,50 www.editionsmego.com
14 CISFINITUM - Music of Light CD-R Spirals of Involution SOI 050 2005 rare older release by the Russian cult project, much more noisy and "industrial" as others, with an extract from a live recording from 1999
(Moscow) included; lim./numb 157 copies, self-made photocover, only 2 for sale here ! 10,00 http://soi.fatcat.ru/
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15 CISFINITUM / SVETLANA KALISTRATOVA - Seelections / Invariants XXI CD/DVD/BOOK Saratov State Radishchev Museum of Fine Arts 2011 collaboration with Russian painter SVETLANA KALISTRATOVA incl.
unreleased & rare CISFINITUM material on the CD plus 3D stereo videos and short movies of fractal paintings on the DVD (with music by CISFINITUM too), all housed in a large full-colour booklet with pictures & texts
in Russian & English, lim. 250, rare & beautiful !! 18,00
16 CLAUS, CARLFRIEDRICH & HARTMUT GEERKEN - Einem luftigen akustischen Kosmos entgegen CD Rumpsti Pumsti (Edition) Nummer 12 2011 interactive experimental texts, readings & tapes - recordings from
June 1991 (Munich, Lyrik-Kabinett), documents the only sound-collaboration CARLFRIEDRICH CLAUS (the important sound poet & writer & artist from former GDR who is seen sometimes as the counterpart to
JOSEPH BOYS) has done ever! Edition of 300 copies 14,00 www.rumpsti-pumsti.com
17 CLUB MORAL - 1981-86 5 x LP-Box / DVD Vinyl On Demand VOD93 2011 collection of early (rare or unpublished) material by this Belgian Industrial project & related projects like ETAT BRUT, DDV... comes with DVD,
big 12"x12" booklet and in embossed red vinyl box 85,00 www.vinyl-on-demand.com
18 CONIGLIO, ENRICO - I MC Silentes Tapestry 2011 we got very few single copies of this MC usually only available with the full (A-Z) set of COLLEZIONE DEL SILENZIO; numbered. ed. 100 copies, C-36 7,50
19 CONIGLIO, ENRICO / UNDER THE SNOW - Dialogue One CD Silentes cd 201128 2011 the new Italian ambience-wonderchild ENRICO CONIGLIO with four new tracks on this split album = digi-drone electronica with
an experimental / concrete edge, reminding on TIM HECKER for example; UNDER THE SNOW combine very subtle spheres with rough elements - nice contrasting experimental ambience. Very much worth to check
out, first in a series of split CDs with UNDER THE SNOW.... 12,00 www.silentes.net
20 CORNUCOPIA - Ultima LP Anarchymoon Records anok31 2010 ambient NOISE from Puerto Ruco with psychedelic and droning elements that develop into something harsh & airy.. quite nice!! - the first longplay vinyl
for this long standing project, comes with screen-printed banderole, lim. 200 copies !! 12,50 http://anarchymoon.com
21 DEATH & BEAUTY FOUNDATION - same CD Somnimage SOMCD0801 2008 early & previously unreleased recordings ("The Darlington Tapes") from 1982 by the project of ANDREW MC. KENZIE (later HAFLER
TRIO) and VAL DENHAM ! finally BACK IN STOCK, higher price unavoidable 16,00 www.somnimage.com
22 DEISON - Night Sessions CD Silentes Minimal Editions sme 1149 2011 excellent full album by this long active Italian project, somehow twisted old school ambient electronics meet with guitars, found sounds, glitchy
arrangements.. 13 tracks full of variations but with a very own style, recommended if you like challenging 80's/90's ambient industrial electronics, created with today's approach... 12,00 www.silentes.net
23 EB.ER, RUDOLF - Meditation on a Broomstick CD Tochnit Aleph TA100 2011 extreme bruitistic action-noise, a mixture of concrete destructions & rumblings and insane screams, but also softer mysterious organic
noises, undescribable weird cut-up collages and dark animalistic orgy-sounds from hell... edition of 500 copies, a masterpiece of intense concrete music !! 12,00 www.tochnit-aleph.com
24 EMERGE - Angle mCDR-box Attenuation Circuit Mini Series ACM 1003 2011 fantastic 17+ min. one-tracker using sounds of breathing as the main source for this composition; electro-acoustic drones full of tension,
breaks, rumblings, and strange sounds.. undefinable stuff!! Comes in mini DVD-box! 6,50 www.wix.com/attenuationcircuit/attenuation-circuit
25 EMERGE - Canvas mCDR-box Attenuation Circuit Mini Series ACM 1001 2011 very different live-version (recorded at a painting exhibition) of this piece based on sampled sounds from paint brushes & other painting
tools; comes in mini DVD-box! 6,50 www.wix.com/attenuationcircuit/attenuation-circuit
26 ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO - Arispejal Astisaro CD Geometrik Records GR 2117 2010 re-issue of album from 1993 (Linea Alternativa) now available ! re-mastered, 4p. booklet 13,50 www.geometrikrecords.com
27 ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO - Balearic Rhythms CD Geometrik Records GR 2112 2008 re-issue of album from 1996 (Geometrik), with three bonus tracks; re-mastered / new artwork 13,50 www.geometrikrecords.com
28 ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO - Nador CD Geometrik Records GR 2118 2010 re-issue of album from 1995 (DAFT Records) now available ! new artwork / digipack, 4 p booklet 13,50 www.geometrikrecords.com
29 ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO - Pulsion CD Geometrik Records GR 2115 2009 Cd-version of album from 2009, some of the tracks are not on the vinyl version! digipack 13,50 www.geometrikrecords.com
30 ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO - Pulsion LP Geometrik Records GR 2115LP 2009 limited vinyl version (500x) of the last studio-album with two vinyl-only tracks; very last 40 copies have a different cover (black with red
sticker)! 18,50 www.geometrikrecords.com
31 ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO - Sheikh Aljama CD Geometrik Records GR 2116 2010 re-issue of album from 1991 (DAFT Records) now available ! new artwork / digipack, 4 p. booklet 13,50
32 ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO - Veritatis Splendor CD Geometrik Records GR-06 2008 re-issue of classic album from 1994 (Geometrik), re-mastered & new artwork 13,50 www.geometrikrecords.com
33 FACTOR X - 022 CD Monochrome Vision mv36 2011 MONOCHROME VISION, the label of Moscow-based writer & concert organizer DMITRY VASILYEV, manages it to put light on almost forgotten and true
undergroundish acts from the cassette-scene of the 80s and 90s; FACTOR X from the UK was active in the scene and known for rough hometaping experiments, this CD contains recordings from that time.. 12,00
34 FIEBIG, GERALD / BRUNO KLIEGL / EMERGE - Hörbar in Farbe CD-R Attenuation Circuit / Special Series ACS 1001 2011 three ways of translating paintings into music; pictures of LINDA BENNANI, CLAUDIA
GULDENSCHUH and TINE KLINK but also the concrete sounds of painting tools were used as sound sources - presented at an exhibition in Augsburg Febr. 2011. Nice concept and very minimal & pure acoustic
results...
5,00 www.wix.com/attenuationcircuit/attenuation-circuit
35 FRANCK, YANNICK & PIETRO RIPARBELLI - Whinny Muir CD Silentes Minimal Editions sme 1148 2011 fantastic one-tracker collab. that celebrates the beauty of shimmering & overtunic drones !! Melancholic
majestic sounds that are sometimes near to the border to noise, sometimes move into very subtle fields, with organ-like sounds at the end. Really great, highly recommended for any Drone-lover-boy or girl !!! 12,00
36 FREIBAND - Stainless Steel LP Ini.Itu # 1101 2011 FREIBAND reworks Gamelan-sounds! Minimal drones, repetitive structures, metallic atmospheres... great LP, with 2 endless grooves on Side B; mastered by JAMES
PLOTKIN, numbered edition of 250 copies 12,50 www.iniitu.net
37 FREIBAND - Stainless Steel Redux & Finale mCD-R My Own Little Label MOLL 043 2011 kind of companion-release to the "Stainless Steel" LP with a track from the same sessions, not on the LP; 20min. long 5,50
38 FRIEDL, REINHOLD - Inside Piano LP Hr
hr2884 2011 first solo-album by the ZEITKRATZER mastermind, who "plays" the piano like no one else from the inside... luxurious vinyl edition (gatefold cover, glossy
inlay), 'recorded at Philharmonie Luxembourg, July 2010, gatefold cover, three inserts, lim. 470 22,00 www.hronir.de
39 GRIM - Vital 1983-89 3 x LP-Box Vinyl On Demand VOD92 2011 collection of early releases by this uncategorizable Japanese noise / experimental / folk-project; re-issue of a rare MC (1986), a 7" (1985) & LP (1986)
and other rare single tracks. Feat. TOMOSADA KUWABARA who became later well known as VASILISK! Numbered ed. 600 copies, inlay, certificate 53,50 www.vinyl-on-demand.com
40 HAINO, KEIJI / MY CAT IS AN ALIEN - Cosmic Debris Vol. 3 CD A Silent Place ASP 28 2007 Imagine a cosmic bomb exploding in your brain" - third part in the collab-series of the MY CAT IS AN ALIEN brothers,
here with Japanese "dark shaman" KEIJI HAINO! special priced now 6,66
41 HOLZKOPF - Sharp like a broken Bone CD-R Attenuation Circuit AC 1005 2011 extremely powerful, refreshing & very experimental breakcore from Canada with sound-changes in almost every second; unlimited
standard ed. 5,00 www.wix.com/attenuationcircuit/attenuation-circuit
42 HOLZKOPF - Sharp like a broken Bone CD-R & object Attenuation Circuit / Limited Edition Series ACL 1005 2011 extremely powerful, refreshing & very experimental breakcore from Canada with sound-changes in
almost every second; lim. / numb. 50 copies coming in handpainted CD/cloth-case with diverse inlays, incl. wood-shavings on the cover !! 11,00 www.wix.com/attenuationcircuit/attenuation-circuit
43 IDEA FIRE COMPANY - Days 7" Plinkity Ploink 030 / Swill Radio 032 2011 companion-release to the new LP "Music from the impossible Salon", 2 tracks, lim. 200, nice silk-screen print design 8,50 www.kormplastics.nl
44 ILLUSION OF SAFETY - Fin de Siecle CD Korm Plastics KP 3040 2011 re-issue of the long out of print masterpiece LP from 1995; comes with two bonus-tracks now; edition of 300 copies, nice priced ! 10,00
45 IRR.APP.(EXT.) / WYRM - Hypothetical Tardigrade Resurrection # 1 / Labyrinth Defector 7" Somnimage Corp som10013 2005 back in stock this rare 7", higher price unavoidable; ed. of 300 white vinyl 8,50
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46 K11 - K MC Silentes Tapestry 2011 we got very few single copies of this MC usually only available with the full (A-Z) set of COLLEZIONE DEL SILENZIO; numbered. ed. 100 copies, C-24 7,50 www.silentes.it/tapestry
47 KAMMARHEIT - Asleep and well hidden CD Cyclic Law 3rd Cycle 2011 remastered re-issue of the first (from 2003) album by the Swedish dark ambient project, again 500 copies pressed only ! Ultra-slow and deep
otherworldly visions.. 12,00 www.cycliclaw.com
48 KAMMARHEIT - The Starwheel CD Cyclic Law 12th Cycle 2011 remastered re-issue of the second (from 2005) album by the Swedish dark ambient project, one of the best albums in this genre of the last years...
digipack ed. of 1000 copies 12,00 www.cycliclaw.com
49 KARJALAN SISSIT - Miserere. 10th Anniversary Edition LP Eternal Soul ESLP04 2011 re-mastered re-issue of the 2nd album (Cold Meat Industry, 2002, unavailable at the moment) by this unique alcohol-drenched
Finnish martial / symphonic / noise industrial project, so powerful, frightening & bombastic; comes with two bonus-tracks, gatefold-cover, and big incredible poster of mastermind MARKUS PESONEN; lim. 300 copies on
black vinyl 16,00 www.eternal-soul.de
50 KARL BÖMANN - Zirkumflex CD-R Verato Project verazit 035 2005 back in stock this impressing work; second edition - still with cloth-bag (closed with leather ribbon), but no stone-plate inside, and not numbered!
€ 8,00 www.suggestion-records.de
51 KINETIX - White Rooms do-CD Small Voices SVR04014 2005 impressive sound-art project from GIANLUCA BECUZZI - special priced now !! 7,77 www.smallvoices.it
52 KODIAK - same do-CD Denovali DEN 61 2011 collection of various material by this promising drone / post-rock band 16,00 www.denovali.com
53 KODIAK + N - Rn/Xe LP Denovali DEN 78 2011 two long metallic guitar-drone collaboration pieces by this post-rock band with Drone Records artist (of MULTER) "N"; great distorted ocean guitar-drones and powerful
hypnotic post-metal with mesmerizing feedbacking & shining guitar sounds..comes in nice gatefold-cover & with download code, lim. 500... highly recommended for anyone who like heavy guitar-drones !! 16,50
54 LACUS SOMNIORUM - Tideshaper CD Cyclic Law 22nd Cycle 2008 collaboration project of GUSTAF HILDEBRAND and AMANDA VOTTA; really eerie, surpressing, nightmarish stuff that seems to connect with the
most hidden corners of your subconsciousness... intense!! 13,00 www.cycliclaw.com
55 LAIBACH - Gesamtkunstwerk - Dokument 81-86 5 x LP-Box / DVD Vinyl On Demand VOD84 2011 de-luxe leather-bound box with rare & unpublished material from their early days (studio + live), comes with big
poster, metal-badge, postcards, 36p booklet and DVD !! 115,00 www.vinyl-on-demand.com
56 LEGENDARY PINK DOTS - All the King's Sessions CD-R Trademark of Quantity 2011 another self-released / assembled lim. CDR from the Terminal Kaleidoscope label, containing unheard treasures from the
archives 13,00 www.terminalkaleidoscope.com
57 LEGENDARY PINK DOTS - Paris in the Fall DVD Soleilmoon Recordings SDVD 8 2011 LPD live in Paris Nov. 2009 - professionally filmed..."Imagine a club packed like sardines in a can and three cameras hovering
over the throng. Possibly LPDs finest, and most intense, visual document so far" (say LPD) ! First 200 copies have a set of 5 postcards included !! 14,50 www.soleilmoon.com
58 LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - Untitled #205 10" Auf Abwegen AATP31 2011 ... made entirely out of end grooves from old 78rpm vintage records, the B-side has the 20 original loops LOPEZ used for it; lim. 300 13,50
59 LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - Untitled #244 CD Sub Rosa SR304 / New Series Framework # 4 2011 great evolutive (deep) drone-piece based on underwater & water recordings made at multiple locations in South America;
highly recommended, one of his best works we think! Lim. 700 in a new SUB ROSA-series presenting CONCRETE ELECTRONICS NOISE. Highly recommended !! 13,00 www.subrosa.net
60 LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - Untitled #272 [antarctica variations] Metal USB Flash Drive Somnimage 2011 something you haven't seen before: the very first USB STICK release in our catalogue! Contains a DAY-long (24
hours) piece (MP3, 160kbps file) of processed field recordings from underwater sounds using hydrophones under a 100 meter thick ice sheet on the Eckstr
ce shelf in Antarctica !!! A truly unique & exciting release!!
Limited edition of 300 printed drives 30,00 www.somnimage.com
61 LUNAR ABYSS DEUS ORGANUM - Tryakusta CD Vetvei V17 2011 this Russian sound-magician has mixed recordings from 3 live shows together - not one after the other, but all three combined = an incredible
hallucinogenic sound that breaths & whispers, a dark mire of atmospheres.. Great again!! Lim. 485 with the usual stunning artwork from SERGEY ILCHUK 13,00 www.vetvei.ohms.ru
62 LUNAR ABYSS DEUS ORGANUM & HATTIFNATTER & NEZNAMO & KSHATRIY & VRESNIT - Sonastroika CD-R Vetvei V14 2011 a Russian "super-group" of subtle shamanic drone-ambience; long waves of
complex multi-layered & delayed hyperdrones which seem to have no beginning and no ending... recorded 4.Nov.2010 at Experimental Sound Gallery in St. Petersburg; 'lim. 181 full colour 6-panel cover 10,00
63 MALANGA, GERARD - Up from the Archives CD Sub Rosa SR170 2000 personal collection of archive recordings (poetry, readings, discussions, music) by this poet, photographer, filmmaker, performer (with VELVET
UNDERGROUND) & main assistant of ANDY WARHOL at the "Factory", feat. MALANGA readings & dialogues with JACK KEROUAC, ALLEN GINSBERG, W. BURROUGHS, music by ANGUS MacLISE, IGGY POP,
THURSTON MOORE, etc.. 15 tracks, extensive booklet with many photos... a pure historic sub-culture document! 13,00 www.subrosa.net
64 MARCLAY, CHRISTIAN & OKKYUNG LEE / MY CAT IS AN ALIEN - From the Earth to the Spheres Vol. 6 CD A Silent Place ASP 09 2006 re-issue of rare LP (Opax Rec.) with one live-recording by MARCLAY &
LEE (NYC 12.2003), and two studio tracks (one is a very long bonus-track not on the LP) by MCIAA rec. 07.2002; special priced now as the label has stopped all activities! Comes in nice textured digi-sleeve 6,66
65 MARTINEZ, ISRAEL - El hombre que se sofoca CD Sub Rosa SR319 / New Series Framework # 5 2011 stunning album by this Mexican composer, known to us for his "Exorcizos" CD; derived from field recordings he
creates powerful & hypnotic concrete noise & drones...incl. the fantastic 15+ min title-track (combining spheric choirs, ocean-wave noises and cock crows, etc..).. absolutely to discover ! 13,00 www.subrosa.net
66 MENCHE, DANIEL - Feral CD Sub Rosa SR322 / New Series Framework # 8 2011 four ecstatic new compositions that could be based on wind-recordings and other environmental stuff (not completely sure), in a new
series from SUB ROSA ! 13,00 www.subrosa.net
67 MERZBOW / KIM CASCONE - Rondo / 7phases / Blowback CD Sub Rosa SR213 2004 back in stock this "impossible collaboration"- a meeting of two completely different sound-aesthetics 13,00 www.subrosa.net
68 MONOSOV, ILYA - Collected Works LP Youdonthavetocallitmusic YOUDO 05 2011 nice collection of tracks (2000-2007) from this US minimal composer.. rusty low-fi drones & minimal sound paintings often based on
instrumental & organ sounds & simple / analogue / nostalgic electronics... feat. CHARLES CURTIS, PRESTON SWIRNOFF, comes with postcard & inlay. numb. ed. 250 copies 15,50
http://youdonthavetocallitmusic.de/downloads/monosov.zip
69 MY CAT IS AN ALIEN / STEVE RODEN - Cosmic Debris Volume 2 CD A Silent Place ASP23 2007 nicely textured gatefold / cardboard-cover / special offer now ! 6,66
70 MYSTERY HEARSAY - Flesh Tomb CD Monochrome Vision mv38 2011 MONOCHROME VISION, the label of Moscow-based writer & concert organizer DMITRY VASILYEV, manages it to put light on almost forgotten
and true undergroundish acts from the cassette-scene of the 80s and 90s; MYSTERY HEARSAY from Memphis created old school post-industrial with the typical hometaping aesthetics from that time; this CD contains
re-mastered material from two tapes from 1986 12,00 www.monochromevision.ru
71 NICO - Camera Obscura LP Music on Vinyl MOVLP370 2011 re-issue of the last studio LP from 1985 with the classic piece "MY FUNNY VALENTINE", for the first time on vinyl since 25 years! 180gr audiophile vinyl
20,00 www.musiconvinyl.com
72 NOISESPLATTER - same CD-R A'rraggia Autoproduzioni 2011 extreme & noisy "death breakbeat" from Italy, 11 tracks, 55 minutes; cheap handmade cover but this breaths a true & powerful underground spirit ! 5,00
www.myspace.com/noise-splatter
73 NORD - L.S.D. LP P.C.P. Records PCPR-02 2011 re-issue of the second NORD-LP from 1984, which was like all three NORD LPs a collector's item and hard to find! Minimal, monotone, low-fi analogue synth industrial,
not so far away from early M.B. works, or experimental 70's like KLUSTER....this re-issue: lim. 500, reproduced original cover art 15,50
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74 NURSE WITH WOUND / ARANOS - Acts of Senseless Beauty do-LP Tourette Records tourette 002 2011 first vinyl issue of this amazing album from 1997, with a fourth side of so far unreleased stuff; comes in
gatefold-cover / clear vinyl / ssealed / total ed. 440 copies 22,50 www.touretterecords.com
75 OGNI VIDENIY - Skvoz Temnotu CD-R Vetvei V06 2009 project from Arkhangelsk, Russia, doing "internal space" trip music with a very shamanic / esoteric touch, using instruments, electronics and field recordings in
an interesting & special way... comes in professional 6-panal full colour cardboard cover, lim. 181 copies; nice discovery for esoteric drone seekers.. 10,00 www.vetvei.ohms.ru
76 OGNI VIDENIY - Tajushie CD-R Vetvei V11 2010 contemplative meditation music for the "harmonization of energy streams of the listener", using singing bowls, bells ringing and singing winds... numbered edition of 181
copies in the typical psychedelic 6-panel cardboard cover designed by SERGEY ILCHUK (VRESNIT) 10,00 www.vetvei.ohms.ru
77 OÖPHOI - Athlit CD Hypnos hyp2236 2002 back in stock this work rec. 2000, feat. TAU CETI; first ever release in the United States 13,00 www.hypnos.com
78 OÖPHOI - Behind the Wall of Sleep CD-R Practising Nature PN11044 2011 re-mastered re-issue of this epic work (one-tracker 67 min) inspired by the Egyptian Book of the Dead, recorded 1998. Professional artwork
and duplication 10,50 www.databloem.com
79 OÖPHOI - Signals from the Great Beyond CD-R Practising Nature PN11036 2010 re-mastered re-issue of this album from 2005 (Gears of Sand) 10,50 www.databloem.com
80 OÖPHOI - The Spirals of Time (limited deluxe edition) 3 x CD Faria Records FAR-09 2007 lim. 500 / re-release of do-CD from 1998 (Aurora aur01), plus additional 3rd CD with a live-recording from 1999! Comes in
glossy oversized / fullcolour cardboard-map with 3 postcards!! BACK IN STOCK LAST COPIES!! 21,50 www.faria.ru
81 OÖPHOI - Time Fragments Vol.1 : Lost Memories CD-R Practising Nature PN11038 2011 another re-issue of the TIME FRAGMENTS series. Volume 1 has pieces recorded 1995-1997 and belong to the earliest
material, now re-mastered, full colour cover. Timeless synth-drone meditation music using lots of ethnic instruments and objects like stones and crystals in a very subtle way... 10,50 www.databloem.com
82 OÖPHOI - Time Fragments Vol.2 : Hidden Visions CD-R Practising Nature PN11039 2011 another re-issue of the TIME FRAGMENTS series. Volume 2 has 7 pieces recorded 1998-1999 10,50 www.databloem.com
83 OÖPHOI - Time Fragments Vol.3 : Tales from Mythological Lands CD-R Practising Nature PN11040 2011 another re-issue of the TIME FRAGMENTS series. Volume 3 has pieces recorded 1999-2000 10,50
84 OÖPHOI - Time Fragments Vol.4 : Garden of Earthly Delights CD-R Practising Nature PN11041 2011 another re-issue of the TIME FRAGMENTS series. Volume 4 has pieces recorded between 2002-2004 10,50
85 OÖPHOI - Time Fragments Vol.5 : Wastelands CD-R Practising Nature PN11042 2011 another re-issue of the TIME FRAGMENTS series. Volume 5 has 5 pieces recorded in 2005 10,50 www.databloem.com
86 OÖPHOI - Time Fragments Vol.6 : Between Nothingness and Eternity CD-R Practising Nature PN11043 2011 another re-issue of the TIME FRAGMENTS series. Volume 6 has 5 pieces recorded in 2005 10,50
87 OPIUM / SOSTRAH TINNITUS - Stain CD Silentes Minimal Editions sme 1041 2011 two of the best (dark) drone-ambient project from Italy in collaboration: deep melancholic emotion-drones, flowing & sensitive, music
like melting teardrops... we think its great, deeply moving stuff !! 12,00 www.silentes.net
88 POTTER, COLIN & PAUL BRADLEY - Live CD-R Twenty Hertz TH005 2005 lim. 200 / handfinished & signed cover. LAST COPIES ! 15,00 www.twentyhertz.co.uk
89 POUSSEUR, HENRI - Parabolique d'Enfer CD Sub Rosa SR318 2011 first posthumous release by the legendary Belgian Contemporary Music composer on SUB ROSA, an unreleased piece rec. 1992 based on a
remix of "8 Etudes Paraboliques" (1972) and "Lecons d'Enfer" (1991) to the memory of ARTHUR RIMBAUD 13,00 www.subrosa.net
90 PSYCHOMANTEUM - Oneironaut CD Cyclic Law 33rd Cycle 2011 another recommended newcomer on the outstanding Canadian Dark Ambient label is this duo from the US; very subtle melancholic drones & rumbles,
sounds like metallic arrows move through endless spaces, sublime & dreamy.. lim. 1000 with stunning artwork by KATI ASTRAEIR 13,00 www.cycliclaw.com
91 RAPOON / MYKEL BOYD - Stolen Diaries and Marijuana Dreams / Ashes of Memory 12" Somnimage rmb08 2011 rare split 12", lim. 200 on white vinyl, beautiful black letterpress sleeve 19,50 www.somnimage.com
92 RED SPAROWES - Aphorisms 12" Sargent House SH016 2009 3-track 12" incl. 12 x 24" full-colour poster 14,50 www.sargenthouse.com
93 RED SPAROWES - The Fear is Excruciating. But Therein lies the Answer LP Conspiracy Records CORE088 2010 5th album by this very guitarish (3 guitarists!) & psychedelic and at times very dreamy &
melancholic post-rock band from L.A. ; this is the European version with poster-inlay 16,00 www.conspiracyrecords.com
94 ROCCHETTI, CLAUDIO - Every Live is a Problem solving CD Silentes Minimal Editions sme 1147 2011 four live-recordings (2006-2010) by this Italien composer and improviser working with all kinds of mainly
analogue & mechanical sound sources (vintage records, radios, old instruments) to create hard to pin down acoustic landscapes; member of 3/4HADBEENELIMINATED 12,00 www.silentes.net
95 RUNZELSTIRN & GURGELSTOCK - Asshole / Snail Dilemma LP Tochnit Aleph TA025-10 2010 vinyl re-issue of almost legendary CD from 2000 with "the most horrifying piece of music" and a reproduction of the
unforgettable asshole-cover! Side A "For Stringquintet and Asstrumpet", Side B has a collage of studio & live actions by RUDOLF EB.ER, lim 500 16,00 www.tochnit-aleph.com
96 RXN - In Strumenz 2 x CD-R Attenuation Circuit AC 1004 2011 debut-album (as far as we know) by this photographer & highly experimental "intelligent noise" designer, creating a very vivid & ever changing sonic flow
for a detailed listening experience, each track is based on one sound-source (drums, voice, feedback, strings) on CD 1, & combined to form a "virtual ensemble" on CD 2. Another new artist to discover on
ATTENUATION CIRCUIT, unlimited standard jewel-case edition 8,00 www.wix.com/attenuationcircuit/attenuation-circuit
97 RXN - In Strumenz 2 x CDR & object Attenuation Circuit / Limited Edition Series ACL 1004 2011 debut-album (as far as we know) by this photographer & highly experimental "intelligent noise" designer, creating a very
vivid & ever changing sonic flow for a detailed listening experience, each track is based on one sound-source (drums, voice, feedback, strings) on CD 1, & combined to form a "virtual ensemble" on CD 2. Another new
artist to discover on ATTENUATION CIRCUIT, lim / numb. 50 copies in handpainted CD map with photographic inlays !! 13,50 www.wix.com/attenuationcircuit/attenuation-circuit
98 R/S (REHBERG / SCHMICKLER) - USA LP PAN Records PAN 18 2011 archival release documenting the 2009 USA tour of PETER REHBERG & MARCUS SCHMICKLER under R/S; recordings from Chicago & NYC,
lim. 500 in the typical PAN design 20,00 www.pan-act.com
99 SAVAGE REPUBLIC - Sword Fighter / Taranto!!! 7" A Silent Place ASP24 2009 two powerful NEW pieces by the legends! Comes in beautiful very special fold out die-cut cover w. silk-screen print; standard edition in
BLACK vinyl / SPECIAL OFFER NOW !! 5,00
100 SEVEN THAT SPELLS - It came from the Planet Love LP Beta-Lactam Ring Records mt256 2011 their second album in a very limited vinyl-edition with hand-assembled art-covers, only 125 copies made!! We got
only 3 copies, so act fast if interested !! 30,00 www.blrrecords.com
101 SLOWDIVE - Souvlaki LP Music on Vinyl MOVLP202 2011 re-issue of the second SLOWDIVE album from 1993 (Creation Rec.) by the very influental British "Showgaze" band - heavenly guitars, heavenly voices,
endless spaces, deepest melancholia & beauty !! Feat. BRIAN ENO (!) on two tracks. 180gr pressing - high price unavoidable 20,00 www.musiconvinyl.com
102 SOMNIVORE - Clergy of Oneiros CD Anima Arctica Productions AUER-001 2007 overlooked debut-CD of Finnish dark ambient industrial project; very dark & dreamy, slow & heavy; ponding percussion, choirs, subtle
classic samples.. all well arranged & worth to check out, special priced !! 10,00 www.animaarctica.fi
103 SURVIVAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES - same CD Sub Rosa SR177 2001 back in stock, SRL-soundtracks for MARK PAULINE's unique robot & machine destruction shows (used 1992 - 1998 at various locations),
constructed by GX JUPITTER-LARSEN (THE HATERS); incl. booklet with extensive liner-notes about the SRL history. Essential stuff & the only widely available SRL-CD !! 13,00 www.subrosa.net
104 SUSTAINED DEVELOPMENT - same CD-R & object Attenuation Circuit / Limited Edition Series ACL 1001 2010 microtonal layers of drones based on organ, harmonium & voice sounds intertwine with various at times
obscure field recordings & found sounds, inspired by PHILL NIBLOCK and using sounds from JOHN CAGES organ piece performed in Halberstadt (the world slowest & longest piece, being performed since 2001); first
in a series of limited object releases on this label from Augsburg, Germany; numb. ed 50 copies coming in handpainted CD/cloth-case with diverse inlays 11,00 www.wix.com/attenuationcircuit/attenuation-circuit
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105 SUSTAINED DEVELOPMENT - same CD-R Attenuation Circuit AC 1001 2010 microtonal layers of drones based on organ, harmonium & voice sounds intertwine with various at times obscure field recordings & found
sounds, inspired by PHILL NIBLOCK and using sounds from JOHN CAGES organ piece performed in Halberstadt (the world slowest & longest piece, being performed since 2001); unlimited standard ed. 5,00
106 TAYLOR, DUB - Lumiere (for synthesized & concrete sound) LP Sub Rosa SRV327* 2011 a "masterpiece of Concrete and Synthesized music" from 1972 by this interesting US-composer, finally re-issued; this is
the extra limited edition of signed 50 copies on green vinyl (out of 500 total pressing)!! 20,00 www.subrosa.net
107 TAZARTES, GHEDALIA - Repas Froid LP PAN Records PAN 17 2011 vinyl version of this CD that appeared in 2009 containing two long compositions made up of old recordings & showing his unique talent,
combining extreme "oriental" sounding vocal works, quotes from french dialogues and other voice material, musical samples, keyboards, concrete noises, field recordings, animal sounds, etc.. to a kind of bruitistic but
highly emotional & beautiful "poetry concrete" collage; lim. 500 copies in the typical great PAN design (with great looking silk screened PVC sleeve) 20,00 www.pan-act.com
108 TAZARTES, GHEDALIA - Works 1977-1979 4 x LP-Box / 10" Vinyl On Demand VOD91 2011 silver embossed / printed blue box containing re-mastered re-issues of the first four LPs of the legendary French
autodidact who gets so much deserved recognition lately, plus a 10" with an unreleased work from 1978!! Numbered ed. 600 copies, as all vinyls from him HIGHLY collectable! 85,00 www.vinyl-on-demand.com
109 TERVAHÄÄT - same CD Anima Arctica Productions AUER-005 2009 dark experimental folk from Finland with industrial & doom influences (the labels calls it "gloomy earth-folk") using banjo, e-bass & guitar,
reverberant percussion, voice, found sounds, noises... their debut-album, worth to check out for fans of GLASS THROAT- releases for example.. 10,00 www.animaarctica.fi
110 THE NORTH SEA - Archaic Spines CD A Silent Place ASP 20 2007 improvised & introspective "meditation" drone-folk using bouzouki & voice only; special priced now as the label stopped all activities 6,66
111 TROUM - Eald-Ge-Streon do-LP & CD Beta-lactam Ring Records mt183b / Equation Records E=mc21 2010 limited vinyl-version of the 2009 album, comes in a "book bound" gatefold-cover with expensive silver-blue
metallic coloured design & artwork by STEPHEN O'MALLEY; LAST COPIES back in stock, now all with bonus-CD "Abhinja" !! 23,50 www.blrrecords.com
112 TURRA, LUIGI - Enso CD Small Voices SVR07028 2007 ethnic flute-sounds and other instrumental sources are set into a dense electro-acoustic context, minimal & sparse & at times harmonic, very good & unusual
stuff ! special priced !! 6,66
113 UNDER THE SNOW - Delta CD Silentes cd 201129 2011 the new (?) project of STEFANO GENTILE (the man behind SILENTES) and GIANLUCA FAVARON, who create their very own kind of widely approached
flowing experimental ambience using many different sound-sources from electronics to pure field recordings, always with on brain-half in dreamlands... very much recommended !! 12,00 www.silentes.net
114 VRESNIT - Zhatva CD Vetvei V18 / Radiodrone Records RD01 2011 ritualistic ethno drone-improvisations with flutes, percussion, voices, all drowned in wide sonics, developing into something dark & otherwordly..
reminds on ZOVIET FRANCE, HALO MANASH, etc.. newest release by the "shamanic art" project from Yaroslavl, Russia 13,00 www.vetvei.ohms.ru
115 V.A. - The Sound Ecology: Range CD Nitkie label patch two 2011 great compilation of "sound ecology" / environmental / field recording pieces by the current "creme da la creme" of sound artists, comes with
extensive 24p. full-colour booklet: MATHIEU RUHLMANN, YANNICK DAUBY, MICHAEL NORTHAM, ERIC LA CASA & CEDRIC PEYRONNET, JOHN GRZINICH, FRANCISCO LOPEZ, JEPH JERMAN, RALF
WEHOWSKY, CHRISTOPHER McFALL, MURMER; ed. of 500 copies and first Volume in ongoing series on this new Russian label; highly recommended for any fan of field recordings !!! 13,50 www.nitkie.ru
116 WHETHAM, SIMON & FRIENDS - Meditations on Light do-CD Monochrome Vision mv35 2011 "surround soundtrack" for a series of paintings from KATHRYN THOMAS for her "Lightyears" and "Darkspace" project
inspired by the cosmos; the second CD contains reconstructions of the material by YANN NOVAK, IRIS GARRELFS, DAVID WELLS, SCANNER, RICHARD LAINHART, PHILIPPE PETIT, CHRISTOPHER McFALL,
LAWRENCE ENGLISH and others 15,00 www.monochromevision.ru
117 WINTER FAMILY - Red Sugar CD Sub Rosa SR315 2011 second album by this "experimental folk" duo from Brooklyn, NY - has been compared to Constellation Rec. releases (& features one member of GYBE)
€ 13,00 www.subrosa.net
118 WÖLFLI, ADOLF / BAUDOUIN DE JAER - Analysis of the Musical Cryptograms / The Heavenly Ladder CD / BOOK Sub Rosa SR312 2011 Belgian composer & violinst BAUDOUIN DE JAER developed a new
method to decode ADOLF WÖLFLI's (1864-1930) mysterious scores, who lived as a schizophrenic for the main part of his life in a psychiatric hospital in Switzerland and build an incredible artistic work with thousands of
drawings, paintings, poems and compositions. Comes with full-colour / hardcover 52p. book in English & French 20,00 www.subrosa.net
119 WYRM - Sympathetic Magick CD-R Somnimage SOMCDR003 2009 collected recordings 198?-2007; advanced experimental & mysterious drone-muzak by ALLAN ZANEs project, feat. diverse guest-musicians,
artwork by ROBIN STOREY, lim. 93 copies!! 11,50 www.somnimage.com
120 Z'EV - The deep Path CD Seven Solar Metals SEASON ONE 2011 new sublabel from SILENTES, for "deep.. deepest sounds".. Z'EV never stops to surprise, "Deep Path" is more quiet & uses lots of cymbal and gongsounds.... 12,00 www.silentes.net
121 ZANDER, GERHARD - Buddha Machines mCDR-box Attenuation Circuit Mini Series ACM 1002 2011 7 tracks of warm nostalgic ambience based entirely on samples of the famous BUDDHA MACHINE by FM3; very
nice almost filmic sketches; comes in mini-DVD box 6,50 www.wix.com/attenuationcircuit/attenuation-circuit
122 ZANDER, GERHARD / GERALD FIEBIG - Modul 3 CD-R & object Attenuation Circuit / Limited Edition Series ACL 1002 2010 1 hour long electroacoustic improvisation based on no-input mixing boards, effects, &
prepared electric guitar; rec. live in Munich Nov. 2009; lim. / numb. 50 copies coming in handpainted CD/cloth-case with diverse inlays 11,00 www.wix.com/attenuationcircuit/attenuation-circuit
123 ZANDER, GERHARD / GERALD FIEBIG - Modul 3 CD-R Attenuation Circuit AC 1002 2011 1 hour long electroacoustic improvisation based on no-input mixing boards, effects, & prepared electric guitar; rec. live in
Munich Nov. 2009; unlimited standard ed. 5,00 www.wix.com/attenuationcircuit/attenuation-circuit
....
DRONE RECORDS Non-Entertaining-Muzak LABEL and MAIL-ORDER for EXPERIMENTAL DRONE - DARK AMBIENT - TRANSCENDENTAL - INDUSTRIAL & NOISE - ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC - FIELD RECORDINGS - IMPRO MODERN CLASSIC Explorer 7"- vinyl-series of international artists with hand- or selfmade covers 10"- vinyl concept-series SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA ('Sing the Song of the Unknown')
home of TRANSGREDIENT Records (the Troum-label : www.troum.com) shipping-adress: Stefan Knappe Celler Strasse 33 28205 Bremen * Germany answer-phone: x49-421-7942996 www.dronerecords.de /
drone@dronerecords.de
www.substantia-innominata.de VAT-Nr.: DE 811 790 838 payments: bank-transfer, paypal, moneybookers
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